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Abstract 

 

Criminalization is a term which derives from the word 'Crime' which emits an impression of being exceptionally unpleasant and 

gobbling up politics for sake of administration. While on one hand crime is an illicit demonstration of dealing with anything, 

politics is the legitimate way which takes or manages anything socially. Subsequently, these two terms are extremely unique to 

each other yet in the present circumstance they appear, by all accounts, to be equivalent to each other especially in India. 

The Criminalization of politics, official and legal is relatively entire. The arms of corruption has been spread far and wide, there is 

corruption all finished from womb to tomb, from birth to graveyard. 

Criminalization of politics in India isn't a comment dismissed, it is a noteworthy issue which has made mayhem in the entire 

society. In strict sense lawmakers who need to do unlawful acts do it with the name of governmental issues to finish everything, 

as they are to finish everything and subsequently there is no specialist to point them on their wrong doing. Individuals who are the 

entire sole administering authority are the fundamental culprits. The circumstance can't be even envisioned that from the best till 

the base the entire framework is degenerated. The general population who are the heads are the principle pearls in charge of the 

criminalization of politics in India. Criminalization of politics in India has achieved a phase, where it needs genuine consideration 

from the nationals, government and political parties as there was a relentless decrease in values of all areas of our general public. 

Criminalization of politics has prompted enormous weight on working of political institution. The most exceedingly bad piece of 

picture is that "criminal record" turns into a fundamental capability for admittance into politics. In India Politics isn't a social 

administration any longer, rather it developed as a lucrative calling or business. 
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Introduction: 

 

The objective of this paper was to accumulate a coordinated structure for lightning up that today it is utilized to trust that crime is 

the most limited access to lawmaking body and parliament of India. Advance achievement rate of offenders into constituent 

process is charming the youthful blood of nation as a wellspring of negative motivation for them. It is presently trusted that the 

most secure sanctuary for criminals is politics and political parties have gone over the edge in partner lawbreakers with them more 

due to their muscle and money power, which should guarantee triumph in polls. Criminalization of the political framework is 

debilitating the very foundations of majority rule government in India. 

 

The representative should be idle and should have the attributes of a social specialist. They should think and work for the welfare 

of the overall public wherever in light of a legitimate concern for the nation. Our constitution guarantees a Socialist, Secular State 

and equity, society among its nationals. Our nation has a majority rule set-up which is by the people, for the people and of the 

people. It infers the general population delegates should reliably know about the considerable organization so the benchmarks of 

constitution must be expert for several decades there have various changes in our administrative issues. Incredible organization 

isn't the prime stress of the administering people; they are guided by their own specific focal points and driving forces. Individuals 

having a place with criminal establishment are transforming into our representatives. Another example of offering tickets to the 

accustomed criminals and history sheeters or even to the general population behind the bars has turned out to be rapidly more than 

that the situation appears, from every angle, to be all the more exasperating when we find such individuals being decided for the 

State Assembly or Parliament. Elections are won not by right but rather by might. It appears that we are living in a 'jungle raj' 

where there is no law. Despite the fact that majority rule government infers 'rule of law' and the holding of free decision to 

determine the will of the general population however it has been quite vitiated. The criminalization of politics and ensuing clique 

of weapon has made incredible risk to the life of the average citizens. The colossal pioneers of every political parties and savvy 

people convey smooth discourses communicating their detestation at the invasion of offenders into the electoral area. Stress is laid 

on killing the utilization of muscle control in the discretionary procedure. However, most of the parties stay happy with 

communicating such devout opinions. Nobody is genuinely worried to check this procedure of criminalization. The House of 

State Assemblies and Parliament dependably witness with the misuse and squabbles among its individuals. This criminalization 

has moved every standard of vote based system. Nobody can state what will be the finish of this disturbing circumstance. It turns 

into the obligation of the bona fide mind in this basic circumstance to endeavors to save our democracy from this perilous 

situation. On the off chance that the lawbreakers keep on prospering along these lines, nothing will stay in place. Nobody will be 

saved not even the makers of this scenario. Henceforth everybody must consider it momentous. Popular government suggests rule 

of law and the holding of free election to ascertain the will of the general population. Yet, in very late circumstances this peaceful 
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procedure of social change has been greatly vitiated. Violence, rigging, booth-capturing have turned into the request of the day. 

This reality was featured amid the decisions to the local bodies, for example, District Boards, Municipalities and Municipal 

Corporations and elections to the Lok Sabha and various state lawmaking bodies. It was discovered that accustomed criminals and 

history sheeters, even the individuals who were behind the bars at the time were given tickets by various political parties and what 

is all the more astonishing is the way they won the elections. There was savagery on a huge scale, however in various different 

spots and several lives were lost. The faction of the firearm won; goondas and culprits, frequently procured for the reason, 

captured booths, indulged in rigging and savagery or dangers of brutality, and along these lines the whole democracy based 

process was discredited. 

 

Elections in India: 

Elections in India have been mangled by the malicious impacts of money and muscle control. This has prompted criminalization 

of constituent politics. The criminalization of politics keep on being a major trouble, with an expansion in the quantity of MPs 

with criminal records. It is confirmation to the undemocratic and imperious choice and selection of applicants by political parties 

Keeping in mind the end goal to guarantee the win capacity of candidates, parties disregarded integrity to render preference to 

money power and muscle power. Criminalization of Politics can be envisioned into two unique detects. In limited sense it alludes 

to the immediate section and impedance of criminals into state assemblies and parliament of India, while on more extensive sense 

it alludes to obstruction of criminals into politics either straightforwardly or in a roundabout way like financing any candidate, 

giving anti-social man power, booth capturing, contract killing of opponent competitors, giving muscle control administrations, 

and in addition battling or peddling for any applicant contesting elections. Since last two decades the focused utilization of 

solitary powers for the preparation of party reserves, for administration of elections, organizing parties and meeting and 

notwithstanding enlisting laborers at lower levels from among against social components has expanded numerous folds. 

Approximately all political parties from national to local taking administrations of criminals to win elections. Prior culprits used 

to loan outside help however now they themselves have entered in the constituent field and have turned out to be individuals from 

the house as well as even have progressed toward becoming ministers. In this manner we have another wonder in Indian politics 

called "Tainted ministers." Though vote based system suggests 'rule of law' and the holding of free election to discover the will of 

the general population yet it has been abundantly tarnished.  

The Government and law upholding experts stayed defenseless notwithstanding this muscle-power and criminals boundless. The 

general perspective of the general public today as certain Chief Ministers, are having relationship with lawbreakers and 

furthermore M.P.s and M.L.A.s are men with criminal records. Lawbreakers have invaded into Indian sociopolitical life and 

eventual fate of Indian democracy is by all accounts grim. Gun-looting goondas and criminals move about happily dispensing 

with their political adversaries and making dread, and no one appears to fear much for this show of exposed and shameless 

viciousness. It appears that no one has the methods or the will to put down such evil exercises with an iron hand. Regardless there 

is no hindrance in securing the administrations of musclemen and hostile to social components with a specific end goal to 

guarantee accomplishment at the hustings. Frequently the request set forward for this design is that it is a guarded mark to off-set 

and opposes the doings of the counter social components connected with by the adversary candidates. The ailment has dove deep 

into our body politic and unless we can manage it with a firm submit savage way, the peril is that the discretionary procedure 

would go under the control of hostile to social components and therefore slide down and decline into a sham. The passage of 

criminals into the political field has caused destruction in the circle of the organization of culprits' equity. The probability of foul 

play in a majority rules system should be considerably less than under frameworks where common freedoms are smothered and 

there is nonattendance of vote based standards. There is along these lines a close connection amongst majority rules system and 

control of law. These two alongside freedom, are without a doubt thought to be the three countenances of the preeminent trinity 

which manages the fate of every single liberal society. Every last one of them is indispensable for the survival of the other two, 

for the invalidation of one would demonstrate deadly for the other two. 

Indian popular government must be spared from the noticeable quality of culprits and all the underhanded that it suggests. Under 

no condition should law be taken into one's own hands. Notwithstanding, in this regard the standards of the nation themselves are 

not free from fault, for they have been blameworthy of affecting the general population to take response to brutality. politics is the 

most widely recognized wonder on the planet today. politics is the idea which gives the way and the tenets to oversee a state and 

nation. Its approach is to give great administration. The people who are identified with this marvel are known as government 

officials. They should be the people with every one of the characteristics required for the great administration. 

The criminalization of politics has venomous impact on the administration of law and order and criminal equity. The odds of 

getting conviction of lawbreakers in real offenses have turned out to be progressively troublesome if certainly feasible. The 

political obstruction in the examination of offense by police and at various phases of trial seems to disintegrating the criminal 

equity conveyance framework. Countless and lighter sentences in a large portion of the situations where the accused is discovered 

liable for the offense make the mockery of the framework. Checking corruption is a crying need of the present world. In the 

meantime, it is comprehended that aggregate abolition of corruption isn't conceivable. In any case, that does not mean at all that 

corruption can't be viably contained. Various proposals have been offered as how to check corruption in an unequivocal way. Be 

that as it may, what has been acknowledged is that keeping in mind the end goal to definitely diminish corruption key changes 

must be achieved immediately or without wavering. India is the largest democracy on the planet. Its people are the sovereign with 

its very own republican administration. It is a welfare state. The constitution likewise gives certain fundamental rights to its 

citizen by ensuring equality, liberty, fraternity and justice. To maintain these rights certain shield measures have been given in the 

constitution. Of these protective measures judiciary is most epochal. With the goal that individuals have each privilege to choose 

its very own government and consequently claim to get great administration. 
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Political Party system: 

To adopt a good representative form of government individuals took an interest in electoral politics. This brought political parties 

into existence. In this manner, for surpassing the delegate type of government multiparty framework won in India. Political parties 

are irreplaceable to any vote based framework and assume the most pivotal part in the constituent procedure – in setting up 

candidates and conducting elections campaigns. It is reality that, from starting India embraced multiparty framework with a 

foresight of transparent, dynamic, progressive and effective political system which is fundamental demand of a democratic state. 

Renowned synchronous scholar and activist Naom Chomsky rightfully points out that “For the powerful, crimes are those that 

others commit.” Perhaps that is the reason our dear old government officials can't recognize the odd one out in our imperfect 

structure. The "Theory of Separation of Power" in exacting sense is only a theory in the present majority rule government.1 

APART from terriorism the most significant issue being looked by the Indiandemocracy is criminalization of politics. On 

occasion, the worry has been communicated against this unsavory harmful development2demonstrating deadly to constituent 

politics in the nation. Virtue and sacredness of election process, sin qua non for a sound arrangement of administration seems to 

have turned into an overlooked thing in perspective of the section of an expansive number of criminals in the incomparable 

authoritative bodies at focal and state level. Sri G.V.C. Krishnamurthy, the election commissioner (as he at that point might have 

been) has called attention to that very nearly forty individuals confronting criminal accusations were the individuals from the 

Eleventh Lok Sabha and seven hundred individuals from comparable background were in the state lawmaking bodies.3 

Indeed, even the political parties out of the glamour of political power and resulting benefits don't dither in offering tickets to the 

culprits and don't question their utilization in winning the election. In this way, politicization of criminals should be checked by 

all methods at transfer. This paper looks at criminalization of politics and convictional exclusions to confine the passage of 

culprits in the elective framework.  

In the course of recent decades, the Indian political territory saw expanding nearness of criminal components in its core. Every 

once in a while, the Election Commission kept in touch with the Government of India (GOI) encouraging it to roll out essential 

improvements to the Representation of the People Act, to make it troublesome for people with criminal record to seek elective 

office, yet the legislatures of the day picked not to act. Without a lawful framework to counteract criminalization of politics, 

numerous citizen groups, daily newspapers and magazines have been directing casual surveys throughout the years. The passage 

of criminals in electoral politics must be bounded at any cost. In the event that it isn't checked it will kibble down the framework 

completely. The demise of intellectuals in politics may fall the nation inside and outside. Various commissions and boards of 

trustees, for example, the Law Commission of India, Election commission, and Vohra Committee and so forth have scrutinized 

the issue of criminalization of politics however the peril is dilating step by step. 

 The parliament has taken endeavors by amending the laws, for example, IPC and the RP Act yet the activity has demonstrated 

vain. The Supreme Court of India has likewise tried endeavors to check the abhorrence yet the issue stays unabated. The Court 

has in unequivocal terms needs to anticipate criminalization of politics. It says the individuals who violate the law ought not be 

permitted to make the law.  

The candidate ought to be requested to outfit nitty-gritty information in regard of civil and criminal issues against him on sworn 

statement and if the infromation outfitted make out a criminal case he ought to be precluded independent of the way that he was 

not prosecuted and punished by a court of law. There is need of setting up unique courts for trying the instances of criminalization 

of politics. Keeping in view the regularly decaying norms of politics, it would be more attractive to attempt all instances of 

lawmakers by unique courts. It will help keep up sacredness and virtue of elections. All things considered the foundations of the 

issue lie in the political arrangement of the nation. There is absence of political will to battle the issue. The political parties 

likewise don't have confidence in higher moral standards. They should joined try endeavors to counteract criminalization of 

politics.  

The IPC and the RP Act both ought to be appropriately revised. For each electoral offense, the base punishment should not be 

under two years. In the RP Act care ought to be taken to guarantee that even suspects not to make passage into politics. Concurred 

that society being perfect is excessively optimistic in theory and practise however in a free world all conceivable outcomes ought 

to be investigated. Presently it is up to the countrymen to acquire some change to wash out the current framework and assemble 

another one in which affirmation and trustworthiness assumes a key part in establishing framework to the new corruption and 

criminal free political framework with the goal that we can relive the true definition of democracy “by the people, for the people 

and of the people”. 

 

Conclusion: 

 

We have lost the good old days where philosophers and theorists were viewed vitally. 

Widely acclaimed legal scholar Salmond opines that "Ethical tenets can't be brought into reality of modified or done away in its 

own specific manner. Benchmarks of lead can't be blessed with or denied of good status by human fiat, however the everyday 

utilization of such ideas as institution and annulment demonstrates that the same isn't valid for law. The possibility of good 

governing body with capability to roll out and improvement ethics, as legitimate establishments rolls out and improvement law, is 

disgusting to the entire idea of profound quality.” A considerable measure and moral fiber is required to have a principled 

existence without standards and controls guarding our each progression. At the point when the greater part of our politicians have 

                                                           
1 (M.J.C. Vile, Constitutionalisation and the Separation of Power, Liberty Fund Publisher, 1998 
2 A mere reference to Vohra Committee Report would be sufficient in this connection 
3 See Rabi Roy, Electoral Reforms: Need of the Hours, 13 Politics India, (1998). 
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dirtied their hands as criminals, the issue currently is beyond “means and ends” and “is and ought”. The burning question now is 

to ask ourselves – What will we do about this?  

We have seen the ascent of criminals as politicians in our own one of a kind adored backyard called democracy since most recent 

couple of decades or something like that. It is without a doubt high time that we resist lawmakers with criminal foundation and 

stand firm to weed them out of the framework. Aside from extreme administrative measures, we the general population need to 

assume a dynamic part in choosing our pioneers and ought to make mindfulness about the significance of public participation to 

accomplish criminal free political framework. 
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